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Abstract

We propose and analyze a system of partial differential equations
(PDEs) for chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), generalizing the ordinary
differential equations’ system (ODE) proposed in [3, 2]. This model
describes the proliferation and differentiation of leukemic cells in the
bone marrow and the interactions of leukemic and immune cells. We
consider that the differentiation of cells can be described by a con-
tinuous variable which we use to structure our system. The model is
based on a non-monotonic immune response. At low levels, immune
response increases with the tumor load whereas for high levels, tumor
is suppressing the effect of immune system (immunosuppression). We
analyze the stability of the steady states of the model and compare
it to the case of [2] where maturity was described as a discrete state.
In particular, a steady state describing remission induced by a control
due to the immune system is shown to be unstable in certain situations
for the PDE model , whereas in [2] it was systematically stable.

1 Introduction

The Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia (CML) is a blood and bone marrow cancer.
It is characterized by the presence of the fusion gene BCR-ABL1 which is
the result of the translocation between the chromosomes 9 and 22. The gene
ABL1 of chromosome 9 is juxtaposed onto the gene BCR of chromosome 22
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to give the mutated gene BCR-ABL1 which is contained in the chromosome
of Philadelphie (Ph). The presence of chromosome Ph entails the synthesis
of a tyrosine kinase protein which makes the stem cells divide uncontrollably
[5].

Leukemic cells proliferation process begins in the bone marrow by the ac-
tivation of quiescent cancer stem cells. Once activated, these non-differentiated
cells divide, and then differentiate into blood cells. The small number and
the low basal activity of stem cells make any direct characterization of these
cells difficult. Once committed for differentiation, leukemic cells will divide
over twenty times before being released in the blood. They are then generi-
cally called mature cells (actually, in certain phases, immature cells can be
released in the blood). Circulating leukemic cells are not dividing anymore,
and are cleared from the blood within a few days, so the BCR-ABL/ABL
rate represents evolution of the disease in bone marrow, with a delay of few
weeks.

The Tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) Imatinib is the first treatment to
have specifically targeted the BCR-ABL gene in leukemic cells. In the case
of treatment with standard doses, Imatinib limits the leukemic cells’ prolif-
eration and promotes apoptosis (cell death) of leukemic cells with acceptable
effects. After the important trial StopImatinib [9] and others that followed
(see [12] for recent review), it has been established that a (small) subset of
patients who achieve deep response can safely stop the treatment. Inter-
estingly, there is increasing evidence that these patients might still harbor
leukemic cells, suggesting control of the disease rather than its eradication.

The immune system seems to play an important role in this control [11,
8, 13], but the effect of the immune system on the leukemic cells is yet to be
thoroughly understood. A tumor-immune interaction model focusing on the
mechanism of immunosuppression was introduced in [3]. This system was
simplified and analyzed in [2]. With this approach, treatment free remission
(TFR) is generically interpreted as a remission steady state (terminology
introduced in [6]) where the disease is controlled by the immune system
without complete eradication of stem cells. This approach has been also
considered in [6] and [7]). We also notice that this approach appears very
consistent with recent approaches of slower treatment cessation [4].

In this paper we propose a model of PDEs that describes the interac-
tions of immune and leukemic cells. Although we have a more theoretical
approach in this work, one should consider that parameters describing pro-
liferation and death rates of leukemic cells are treatment-dependent (effect
of treatment on other parameters is possible but that would correspond to
less understood mechanisms). Our model is a generalization of a model of
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ODEs proposed in [2] where two levels of maturation of leukemic cells are
considered: stem cells and fully differentiated (mature). The ODE system
is the following: 

dc
dt = rc(1− c

K )− µcz
dy2

dt = a1c− d2y2 − µy2z
dz
dt = s− S(y2)z

(1)

where y2 is the population of mature leukemic cells and c the leukemic stem
cells. Our PDE model is the continuous analogue of (1):

dc
dt = rc(1− c

K )− µccz
∂u
∂t (x, t) + g ∂u∂x(x, t) = h(x)u(x, t)− µuu(x, t)z

gu(0, t) = ac(t)
dz
dt = s− S(I)z

(2)

with initial conditions (c0, u0, z0) ∈ R+ ×L1
+(R+)×R+ where the variables

of the model are :

• c(t): the concentration of leukemic stem cells at time t.

• u(x, t): the density of leukemic differentiated cells of maturity x at
time t and I =

∫∞
0 u(t, x)dx.

• z(t): the concentration of immune cells at time t.

For the leukemic stem cells we consider logistic growth of rate r and carrying
capacity K, because this population has self renewal capacities. Let µc be a
parameter representing the efficacy of the immune system over the leukemic
stem cells.

For the leukemic differentiated cells we suppose that the velocity of dif-
ferentiation is constant and equal to g. The function h(x) = p(x) − d(x) is
the balance between the proliferation and natural death rates respectively,
two positive real valued functions of the maturity. The parameter µu is the
efficacy of the immune cells over the leukemic differentiated cells.

For the immune cells, we consider s their natural source. The presence
of leukemic cells in the blood on the one hand stimulates the immune sys-
tem but on the other hand it inhibits the product of immune cells. So,
we consider a function S depending on the total leukemic population which
describes the stimulation of the immune system. We make the biological as-
sumption that h is negative after a certain level of maturity. This translates
into a death rate which exceeds the proliferation rate when maturity is big
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enough simply because in practice there is no cells with infinite maturity.
When h is constant, this system corresponds to the ODE of [2], but when
h really depends on x the PDE model may be richer. In particular we are
interested in the effect that a more complex maturity structure can have on
the stability of the equilibrium points, especially on the remission steady
state. For this purpose we will see the effect of a and h on the stability
of the remission steady state, keeping the values of c̄, z̄, Ī constant (so that
instability is driven by the shape of h and nothing else).

The stability of the remission steady state is fully characterized by the
roots of the characteristic equation,

P (λ) = Q(λ)

∫ ∞
0

e−λxp̄(x)dx.

where p̄ is a probability measure on R+ corresponding to the normalised
distribution of maturity of differentiated cells. The analysis of some extreme
cases, where for example p̄ takes the form of a Dirac mass, allows us to prove
that the steady state can lose stability due to the shape of p̄(x). Moreover it
gives us the order of magnitude of the mean age of the distribution that can
destabilize the steady state. However, contrary to the linear case (where P
is of degree 1 and Q a constant, we can not establish the optimality of the
Dirac mass for this property. Indeed in [1] the authors proved that when
P has degree 1 and Q is some constant, then the Dirac is the less stable
distribution, meaning that if the Dirac is stable, then all distributions with
the same mean are stable too. This leads to a minimal value of the mean
delay that can destabilize the steady state. In our case, this property is not
satisfied which is established through explicit counterexamples.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we establish the well-posedness
of the system under reasonable hypothesis. Second, we characterize the
equilibrium points of the system and we study their stability. The results
concern linear stability which entails stability of the non linear system (as
shown in the Appendix A). Concerning the disease free equilibrium and the
high equilibria the structure is shown to be qualitatively similar to [2]. On
the other hand, the situation can be very different compared to [2] for the
remission equilibrium (if it exists). Its stability can be affected by the distri-
bution of the leukemic differentiated cells. We analyse conditions allowing
this instability and finally we investigate the consequence of changing the
distribution of maturity on the potential destabilization of steady states
obtained for system (1) using realistic parameters.
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2 Well-posedness and definitions

2.1 Immune window

In what follows we suppose that the function S satisfies the following con-
ditions: S ∈ C2(R+) and that a Y exists such that S′ < 0 in (0, Y ) and
S′ > 0 in (Y,+∞). As already mentioned, the function S represents the
stimulation of the immune system by the leukemic differentiated cells. S
can take negative values. We interpret a negative value of this function as
the capacity of the immune system to counterbalance the inhibition of the
production of immune cells because of leukemic cells.

Definition 1. We call immune window the set of I where the function S(I)
is negative. If it exists, it has the form of an interval (ymin, ymax).

The immune window is characterized as the region where the tumor
load is such that the stimulation exceeds the natural loss, leading to ex-
pansion of the immune population. The tumor load is neither too high
(immunossupression inhibits the growth) nor too low (in which case the
immune population may not be stimulated at all).

Remark In the case of an immune window, no relevant (i.e. nonneg-
ative) steady state can satisfy I ∈ (ymin, ymax). We are looking for equi-
librium points in the zone of I where S(I) ≥ 0. Consequently, we are
looking for equilibrium points either in R+ or in an interval of the form
(0, ymin) ∪ (ymax,+∞).

The existence of a solution of the system is given in Appendix A.

2.2 Steady state of the system

In what follows, we will distinguish two sorts of steady states:

• The disease free equilibrium (DFE) (0, 0, s
S(0)) which always exists,

• The equilibrium points with positive leukemic load which we call pos-
itive equilibria. They are characterized in the following way:

Those that belong to the nondecreasing area, called high equilibria, and
those in the nonincreasing area called remission equilibria.

Proposition 1. The system has always a disease free equilibrium (0, 0, s
S(0)).

The positive equilibrium points,if they exist, are fully described by the value
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of Ī =
∫∞

0 ū(x)dx in the following way :
c̄ = K

r

(
r − µc s

S(Ī)

)
ū(x) = a

g
K
r

(
r − µc s

S(Ī)

)
e
H(x)
g
−µu s

S(Ī)
x
g

z̄ = s
S(Ī)

(3)

As a consequence, a positive value of I leads by (3) to a non negative steady
state if:

• S(Ī) > µcs
r ,

• Ī is a solution of the equation F (I) = I where F is defined by

F (I) =

∫ ∞
0

a

g

K

r

(
r − µc

s

S(I)

)
e
H(x)
g
−µu s

S(I)
x
g dx

Proof. We are looking for stationary points of the system. These are the
solutions of the following system:

0 = rc̄(1− c̄
K )− µcc̄z̄

g dūdx(x) = h(x)ū(x)− µuū(x)z

gū(0) = ac̄

0 = s− S(Ī)z̄

We solve the system and we obtain:
0 = c̄((r − rc̄

K )− µcz̄)
ū(x) = ū(0)e

1
g

∫ x
0 h(s)ds− 1

g
µuz̄x

gū(0) = ac̄

z̄ = s
S(Ī)

We deduce that: Either c̄ = 0 and consequently ū(0) = 0. Hence ū(x) = 0
and z̄ = s

S(0) . In this case we have the disease free equilibrium point

(c̄, ū, z̄) = (0, 0,
s

S(0)
)

If we have c̄ 6= 0 then immediately c̄ = K − µcz̄
r , z̄ = s

S(Ī)
which leads to the

condition S(I) > 0 to make sure that z̄ > 0 and to the condition S(Ī) > µcs
r
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to have c̄ > 0. The formulation for ū is obtained after integration along
characteristics and the fixed point formulation is then just a compatibility
condition.

Proposition 2. • If rS(0) − µcs > 0 there exists at least one positive
equilibrium.

Moreover, if the function S(I)−µcs/r has two zeros, Imin, Imax, then
there exists a unique positive equilibrium parametrized by a value of
I in the zone (0, Imin), that we call remission equilibrium. All other
equilibria, if they exist, they are parametrized by value of I in (Imax,∞)
and we call them high equilibrium points.

• If rS(0)− µcs ≤ 0 then no remission equilibrium can exist (high equi-
libria may exist in (ymax,+∞))

Proof. We reformulate the fixed point :
We introduce the function

f(I) =
µu
µc

1

g

(
r − µc

s

S(I)

)
and the function ψ

ψ(x) = a
µcK

rµu
e

1
g

∫ x
0 h(s)ds− rµu

µcg
x

so that F is written in the condensed form:

F (I) = f(I)

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)ef(I)xdx

(a) We observe that f starts by being positive: f(0) = µu
µc

1
g (r − µcs

S(0)) =
µu
µcg

S(0)r−µcs
S(0) > 0.

We compute the derivative of f:

f ′(I) =
sµu
g

S′(I)

S(I)2

and the derivative of F :

F ′(I) = f ′(I)

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)ef(I)xdx+ f(I)f ′(I)

∫ ∞
0

xψ(x)ef(I)xdx

The function f has the same monotony as S. We have two situations:
Either f is nonnegative on R+ and the existence of an equilibrium is simply
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due to the fact that the continuous function F (I)− I (defined then on R+)
changes sign between 0 and +∞ (F (∞) is finite). If f vanishes, we note
Imin its first zero. By construction, f is decreasing on (0, Y ). If it does not
vanish before Y , it does not vanish at all. If it does, the first zero Imin is
located in [O, Y ]. In that case F (I)−I changes sign between 0 and Imin and
it is also decreasing, making the fixed point unique in [0, Imin]. Due to its
shape, f vanishes at most twice. We call Imax the second zero (if it exists).
By a symmetric argument, we have Y ≤ Imax and S′(I) ≥ 0 on [Imax,+∞[.
Since there cannot be any fixed points of F in [Imin, Imax] all the remaining
equilibria can only correspond to values of I located in ]Imax,+∞[⊂]Y,+∞[
and are therefore high equilibria. If Imax > F (0) there is no intersection
with the bisector after ymax. Otherwise, the number of intersection points
depends on the variations of F.

(b) In that case f starts by being non positive: f(0) = µu
gµc

S(0)r−µcs
S(0) ≤ 0.

As f is decreasing until Y and increasing afterwards, we see that: If f has no
zeros then f is always negative and there is no intersection with the bisector.
If f has a zero in (ymax,+∞) then the intersections with the bisector, if any,
correspond to equilibrium points with high tumor concentration.

Remark: If there is no immune window ( S(I) positive on R+) there
is always an equilibrium but we do not call it remission equilibrium point
anymore.

3 Stability analysis

3.1 From linear to nonlinear stability

We are now ready to study the stability of the identified equilibrium points.

Theorem 1. If a stationary point is linearly exponentially stable, then it is
also non linearly stable.

For the proof see Appendix A.
The linear system around an equilibrium is written as:

dc
dt = (r − 2rc̄

K − µcz̄)c− µcc̄z
∂u
∂t (x, t) + g ∂u∂x(x, t) = h(x)u(x, t)− µuūz − µuuz̄
u(x, t) = ac(t)

g
dz
dt = −S(Ī)z − z̄S′(Ī)I.

(4)

We have proved that the nonlinear stability stems from the behavior of (4).
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We consider the semi group T (t) defined on X = R+×L1(R+)×R+ by:

T (t) : X → X

(c0, u0(x), z0) 7→ (c(t), u(x, t), z(t))

which to an initial condition associates a solution of (L).
Let A be its infinitesimal generator.
Then the linear system can be written like: dc

dt
∂u
∂t
dz
dt

= A

cu
z


Proposition 3. Consider a steady state (c̄, ū, z̄) and a complex number λ
satisfying Re(λ) > −µuz̄. We introduce the notation

Eλ(x) =
a

g
e

1
g

(
∫ x
0 h(s)ds−µuz̄x)

e
−λx

g

and the matrix M(λ)

M(λ) =

[
λ+ 2 rc̄K − r + µcz̄ µcc̄

S′(Ī)z̄
∫∞

0 Eλ(x)dx λ+ S(Ī)− z̄µuS′(Ī)
∫∞

0 ū(x)
∫ x

0
e
−λ(x−y)

g

g dydx

]

Then M is well defined and λ satisfies necessarily one of these two properties

• det(M) 6= 0 and (A− λ) is invertible (λ is in the resolvent set),

• λ is an eigenvalue of A and detM = 0.

Proof. We try to solve the resolvent operator for a given λ, that is we look
for a nontrivial solution (C,U,Z) of the problem with a source

(λ+ 2 rc̄K − r + µc)C + µcc̄Z = c1,

λU(x) + g dU(x)
dx − h(x)U(x) + µuz̄U + µuūZ = u1(x),

gU(0) = aC,

λZ + S(Ī)Z + z̄S′(Ī)
∫∞

0 U(x)dx = z1

With our notations, then,

U(x) = CEλ(x)− µuZ

g

∫ x

0

Eλ(x)

Eλ(y)
ū(y)dy +

∫ x

0

Eλ(x)

Eλ(y)
u1(y)dy
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As <(λ) > −µuz̄, u1 ∈ L1 we have no integrability issues. Indeed,∫ x
y h is bounded from above if y < x, so Eλ(x)/Eλ(y) is controlled by

Ke−(Re(λ)+µuz̄)(x−y) = Ke−ε(x−y) with ε > 0. In particular, it is straightfor-
ward to see that:

‖Eλ‖1 ≤
K

ε
,

∥∥∥∥∫ x

0

Eλ(x)

Eλ(y)
ū(y)dy

∥∥∥∥
1

≤ K

ε
‖ū‖1,

∥∥∥∥∫ x

0

Eλ(x)

Eλ(y)
u1(y)dy

∥∥∥∥
1

≤ K

ε
‖u1‖1.

So the problem has a solution iff we can solve the linear problem in C,Z
(λ+ 2 rc̄K − r + µc)C + µcc̄Z = c1
z̄S′(Ī)
g

∫∞
0 Eλ(y)dy)C + (λ+ S(Ī)− z̄S′(Ī)µug

∫∞
0

∫ x
0
Eλ(x)
Eλ(y) ū(y)dydx)Z

= z1 − z̄S′(Ī)1
g

∫∞
0

∫ x
0
Eλ(x)
Eλ(y)u1(y)dydx

The problem can be written in terms of matrices if we notice that:

Eλ(x)

Eλ(y)
ū(y) = ū(x)e−λ(x−y),

Hence the aforementioned matrixM(λ) appears. Then we have the following
alternative:

• if the matrix is not invertible, there exists a nontrivial solution asso-
ciated to a source 0 which leads to the construction of an eigenvector,

• in the opposite case, the problem is uniquely solvable which makes
(A− λ) invertible.

This ends the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 4. The growth bound ω0 of the linear semi group satisfies ω0 ≤
max(−µuz̄, s(A)) where we have classically denoted s(A) = supλ∈σ(A)Re(λ).
In particular if s(A) < 0 the steady state is linearly (and also non-linearly)
stable.

Proof. Firstly, observe that the difficulty derives from some lack of compact-
ness (if maturity lied in a bounded interval, we would be able to derive the
result immediately from an eventual compactness). For the proof we will
need some properties and definitions from spectral analysis given in Ap-
pendix B. First notice that all elements of σ(T (t)) have exponential form.
For the point and the residual spectrum it is a result of spectral theorem. For
the approximate spectrum it is immediate from its limit property. Indeed if
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µ is an approximate eigenvalue of T (t) and xn0 an approximate eigenvector
then taking the limit:

limn→+∞||T (t)x0
n − µxn0 || = 0

we finally get after some easy calculation that the limit of the approximate
eigenvector x0 is a proper vector hence µ has exponential form lets say eλt.
Then the eigenvector and the eigenvalue define a solution with exponen-
tial profile of the linear problem, let’s say: c0

ne
λt, u0

n(x)eλt, z0
ne
λt. Back to

our proof, it suffices to prove that the approximate spectrum of TL(t) does
not contain any element eλt with Re(λ) > −µuz̄. Therefore, we consider a
sequence x0

n such that ‖TL(t)x0
n − eλtxn0‖ → 0. Let c0

n, u
0
n, z

0
n be the compo-

nents of x0 and define cn(s), un(s), zn(s) as the solution of the linear problem
with initial data c0

n, u
0
n, z

0
n. It is straightforward to derive a bound on

sup
[0,t]
|cn(s)|+

∫ ∞
0
|un(s, x)|dx+ |zn(s)| ≤M max(1, eω0t).

From the Arzela-Ascoli theorem in the components associated to c, z we
have the convergence (up to subsequence):

sup
[0,t]
|cn(s)− c∞(s)|+ |zn(s)− z∞(s)| → 0.

Then, keeping the previous notations, we can solve the equations on un
leading to:

un(t, x) =

{
u0
n(x− gt) E0(x)

E0(x−gt) − µuū(x)
∫ t

0 zn(s)ds if x− gt > 0,
cn(t−x/g)

g E0(x)− µuū(x)
∫ x/g

0 zn(t− x/g + s), x− gt < 0

Hence we infer the (pointwise) convergence of u0
n on [0, gt] (simply using the

second line) towards :

u0
n(x)→ e−λt

c∞
(
t− x

g

)
g

E0(x)− µuū(x)

∫ t

t−x/g
z∞ (s) ds


=
e−λ(t−x/g)c∞

(
t− x

g

)
g

Eλ(x)− e−λtµuū(x)

∫ t

t−x/g
z∞ (s) ds

Noting

E0(x)

E0(x− gt)
e−λt =

Eλ(x)

Eλ(x− gt)
,

E0(x+ gt)

E0(x)
ū(x) = ū(x+ gt),

11



Since we have by construction, c∞(t) = c∞(0)eλt, we can naturally extend
s 7→ c∞(s)e−λs into a (continuous) t periodic function c∞p (.) on R. Similarly,
we define z∞p (.). This writing is then quite convenient since it allows a
condensed formula for the pointwise limit:

u∞(x) =
c∞p

(
t− x

g

)
g

Eλ(x)− µuū(x)

∫ t

t−x/g
eλ(s−t)z∞p (s) ds

If the above limits are nonzero, we have just built an eigenvector of T (t)
with eigenvalue eλt (and we are dealing with the point spectrum instead of
the approximate point spectrum). In this case, we have λ ≤ s(A). On the
other hand, if the pointwise limit is 0, it means that the sequence presents
compactness problem. By construction un0 → u∞ in L1 on compact intervals.
Since the total mass is preserved, it means that we have mass going to ∞.
In this case, the c, z components go to zero and hence so does un0 on any
compact interval. So for any fixed R > 0 we have:

‖T (t)xn‖ =

∫ ∞
R
|un(t, x)|dx+ o(1) ≤ ‖un0‖ sup

R,∞

E0(x+ gt)

E0(x)
+ o(1)

So

eλt ≤ lim sup
x→+∞

E0(x+ gt)

E0(x)
= lim sup

x→+∞
e
∫ x+gt
x

h−µuz̄
g ≤ e−µuz̄t.

In this case, the hypothesis eλt ≤ e−µuz̄t entails that λ ≤ −µuz̄.

3.2 Disease free equilibrium and high steady states

First consequence of the former section concerns the disease free equilibrium.

Proposition 5. For the disease free steady state, the growth bound of the
linearized semigroup satisfies ω0 ≤ max(−µuz̄, r − µcs/S(0),−S(0)). In
particular, the DFE is linearly unstable if r − µcs/S(0) > 0 and linearly
stable if r − µcs/S(0) < 0.

Proof. In this case we have c̄ = 0, ū = 0, z̄ = s/S(0), so the matrix M(λ)
is upper triangular and det(M(λ)) = (λ + r + µcs/S(0))(λ + S(0)). If
max(−µuz̄, r − µcs/S(0),−S(0)) > 0 then s(A) ≥ ω0, hence s(A) = ω0.

We turn now to the high steady states for which S is increasing.

Proposition 6. Stability of high equilibrium points is given by real eigen-
values.
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The main reason is that in this case the induced linear semigroup applied
to (c, u,−z) (one has to change the sign for the variable z) is a positive
semigroup. In any case, we can establish it directly from the equation on
detM(λ) from proposition 3 to have immediately a link with the alternated
stability shown in [2].

For the positive steady states, it is more convenient to use 2 rc̄K +µcz̄−r =
rc̄
K so the determinant can be written as

detM(λ) =
(
λ+

rc̄

K

)(
λ+ S(Ī)− z̄µuS′(Ī)

∫ ∞
0

ū(x)

∫ x/g

0
e−λydydx

)

− µcc̄S′(Ī)z̄

∫ ∞
0

Eλ(x)dx (5)

For <(λ) > −min( rc̄K , µuz̄) and S′(Ī) > 0 we can prove by using the
following trivial results:

<(Eλ(x)) ≤ |Eλ(x)| ≤ E<(λ)(x),

∣∣∣∣ 1

(λ+ a)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1

<(λ) + a
,<(λ) + a > 0.

that∣∣∣∣ detM(λ)

(λ+ rc̄
K )(λ+ S(Ī))

∣∣∣∣ ≥1− z̄µuS′(Ī)

∫ ∞
0

ū(x)

∫ x/g

0

e−<(λ)y

<(λ) + S(Ī)
dydx

− µcc̄S′(Ī)z̄

∫ ∞
0

E<(λ)(x)

(<(λ) + rc̄
K )(<(λ) + S(Ī))

dx

=
detM(<(λ))

(<(λ) + rc̄
K )(<(λ) + S(Ī))

.

The inequality is strict for λ complex. In particular det(M(λ)) = 0 implies
then det(M(<(λ)) < 0. Since the function

λ 7→ detM(λ)

(λ+ rc̄
K )(λ+ S(Ī))

(seen as function over the reals) is increasing on ]−min( rc̄K , µuz̄, S(Ī)),+∞[
and becomes 0 for any (real) eigenvalue, the stability is determined by a
real eigenvalue. In particular, this function changes sign at most once. If
it remains positive on the whole interval, det(M) cannot vanish for any
λ satisfying Re(λ) ≥ −min( rc̄K , µuz̄, S(Ī)) and consequently ω0 < 0 and
det(M) > 0. Otherwise, ω0 is precisely the unique zero of the function and

13



therefore since the function is increasing, we have det(M(0)) > 0 if ω0 < 0
and vice versa.

We finish this section with an equivalent result as in theorem 2, Chapter
2 of [2].

Proposition 7. The stability of high equilibrium points is alternated. The
set of I associated to high equilibria has a minimum and the equilibrium
associated to this minimum is unstable.

Proof. With the same computations as above, we have that det(M(0)) is
equal to:

det(M(0)) =1− z̄µuS′(Ī)

∫ ∞
0

ū(x)
x

gS(Ī)
dydx

− µcc̄S′(Ī)z̄

∫ ∞
0

E0(x)
rc̄
KS(Ī)

dx

=1− F ′(Ī)

In particular, ω0 has the sign of F ′(Ī)− 1. Since the steady states are char-
acterized as fixed points of F and in the considered region F is increasing,
at the lowest (high) fixed point F ′(Ī) > 1, then at the next one F ′(Ī) < 1
etc (except of double roots where stability is not given by ω0). The last one
(which exists because F is bounded and hence we have a maximum number
for solutions) is generically stable. The situation is qualitatively the same as
in [2] (the number of high steady states might depend on the structure but
this point is not as crucial as the potential destabilization of the remission
steady state).

3.3 Stability of remission equilibrium

Since our goal is to investigate the effect of the maturity in the structure of
our system, we will work with fixed values of c̄, Ī , z̄ in order to see how the
shape of h can affect the result.

Proposition 8. For a remission steady state, there cannot be a real eigen-
value such that

λ > −min(
rc̄

K
, µuz̄, S(Ī))

.

Proof. The computation is the same as for high equilibrium points but now
S′(I) < 0, so we have:

λ > −min(
rc̄

K
, µuz̄, S(Ī)) −→ det(M(λ))

(λ+ rc̄
K )(λ+ S(Ī))

> 0

14



which leads to the conclusion.

As a direct consequence, we can now simplify the problem.

Proposition 9. Every eigenvalue associated to the remission steady state,
such that

Re(λ) > −min(
rc̄

K
, µuz̄, S(Ī))

is a nonzero root of the equation

P (λ) +Q(λ)

∫ ∞
0

ū(x)

Ī
e
−λx

g dx = 0, (6)

where P,Q are the following polynomials:

P (λ) = λ3 + (R+ S)λ2 + (RS +D)λ+DR,

Q(λ) =

(
µc
µu
− 1

)
Dλ−DR

where we have introduced notations for the positive quantities

R =
rc̄

K
, S = S(Ī), D = −µus

S′(Ī)Ī

S(Ī)

Proof. Since 0 is not a root, we simply write from (5) the equation satisfied
by λ det(M) when λ 6= 0. In particular, in this case

λ

∫ x/g

0
e−λydy = (1− e−λx/g).

With simple computations we derive:

λdet(M(λ)) = λ(λ+R)(λ+ S)− z̄µuS′(Ī)Ī(λ+R)+

(7)

z̄µuS
′(Ī)(λ+R)(

∫ ∞
0

¯u(x)e−λx/gdx)− λµuc̄S′(Ī)c̄

∫ ∞
0

1

c̄
¯u(x)e−λx/g.dx

(8)

Replacing D = −µusS
′(Ī)
S(Ī)

Ī and extending the polynomials, we obtain the

result.
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Once we have established this expression of the characteristic equation,
we can discuss the influence of the shape of the probability distribution
ū
Ī

on the stability. We can have a glimpse on the stability boundary in
specific cases. In our equation there are two parameters that can be modified
without changing the values of c̄, Ī , z̄: that is the shape of the distribution
p̄ = ū

Ī
and the slope of the derivative S′(Ī) which is encoded in the positive

parameter D.
The case of exponential distribution [2] : The case of an exponential

distribution, p̄ = γ0e
−γ0x corresponds to the study done in [2]. In this case,

the eigenvalues above −µuz̄ are the (nonzero) solutions of the equation:

λ(λ+R)(λ+ S) +D(λ+R) +D

((
µc
µu
− 1

)
λ−R

)
γ0

γ0 + λ
g

= 0.

This can be reduced (since 0 is not an acceptable root) to the third degree
polynomial:

(λ+ γ0g)(λ+R)(λ+ S) +D(λ+R+
gµc
µu

) = 0.

And then, we can check that any solution satisfies:

Re(λ) ≤ −min(R,S, γ0g) < 0.

Stability boundary for a Dirac distribution in τ , when µc = µu and
g = 1.

We are now investigating the extreme case of a Dirac distribution, for
which explicit computations can be done.

To proceed it is useful to make the following changes on the characteristic
equation:

(λ+R)(λ+ S) +D +DRE[
1− e−λX

λ
] = 0,

where E stands for the mean with respect to a probability distribution.
Divide by 1

R2 and set λ̄ = λ
R , S̄ = S

R , D̄ = D
R2 . Hence,

(λ̄+ 1)(λ̄+ S̄) + D̄ + D̄E[
1− e−λ̄Y

λ̄
] = 0

Where Y = RX. If X is distributed with probability function p̄(x)dx,
then Y has probability function p̄( yR)dyR .

In that, if Y is destabilized with 1, S̄, D̄ (the characteristic equation has
solutions with positive real parts), then X is destabilized with R,S,D and
inversely.
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To simplify the notations, we will omit using tilda notations. The equa-
tion that we will be studying is:

(λ+ 1)(λ+ S) +D +DE[
1− eλY

λ
] = 0

We are looking for purely imaginary roots iω of the equations. This
leads to ω > 0 solution of:

−iω3 − ω2(1 + S) + iω(S +D) +D = De−iωτ (9)

It is very useful to notice that this equation implies in particular (comparing
modulus of both sides)

(ω3 − (S +D)ω)2 + (ω2(1 + S)−D)2 = D2 (10)

Which can be simplified by writing y = ω2

y2 + y(S2 + 1− 2D) + S2 +D2 − 2D = 0

since 0 is not a solution. which is a quadratic polynomial of y. We can also
rewrite it as a quadratic polynomial of D:

D2 − 2D(y + 1) + y2 + y(1 + S2) + S2 = 0.

In that we have two different approaches. We can either solve D as a function
of ω2 or ω2 as a function of D.

Lemma 1 (Solving D(ω)). Given a frequency ω > 0, there exist (up to
multiplicity)

• Either two positive solutions to the equation (10) if

(1− S2)(ω2 + 1) ≥ 0 (11)

which is a double root if this quantity is zero.

They are given by:

D± = ω2 + 1±
√

(1− S2)(ω2 + 1)

• or no nonnegative solutions otherwise.
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When we start with S and D given, then a necessary condition for solu-
tions to (10) to exist is:

S ≤ 1 (12)

and
D ≥ 1−

√
1− S2. (13)

Proof. If we consider D as the unknown, we are looking for positive roots of
the quadratic polynomial:

Pω2(D) = D2 − 2D(ω2 + 1) + (ω4 + S2 + ω2(1 + S2)).

Noticing that this is decreasing on R−, and Pω2(0) > 0, we see immedi-
ately that real roots are necessarily positive, so that the discriminant is non
negative.

∆ = 4(ω2 + 1)2 − 4(ω4 + S2 + ω2(1 + S2)) = 4(1− S2)(ω2 + 1)

leading to condition (11). Calculation of the roots is then straightforward
and we obtain the last condition by minimizing D−.

Lemma 2. Assume (12) is satisfied, then a solution to (10) is given by

ω2
+ =

1

2

(
2D − 1− S2 + (1− S2)

√
1 +

4D

1− S2

)
. (14)

If additionally D ≥
(

1 +
√

1− S2
)

, then we have a second solution that

makes sense,

ω2
− =

1

2

(
2D − 1− S2 − (1− S2)

√
1 +

4D

1− S2

)
. (15)

We also have the identities
∀D ≥

(
1 +
√

1− S2
)
, D−(ω+(D)) = D,

∀D ≥
(

1 +
√

1− S2
)
D+(ω−(D)) = D,

∀ω > 0, ω = ω+(D−(ω)) = ω−(D+(ω))

(16)

Corollary 1. For a general distribution (not a Dirac), if we have a solution
of the form iω to (6), then necessarily, we are in the conditions (12) and ω2

satisfies the inequalities0 < ω2 ≤ ω+(D), if D <
(

1 +
√

1− S2
)
,

ω2
−(D) ≤ ω2 ≤ ω2

+(D), if D ≥
(

1 +
√

1− S2
) (17)
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Proof. We simply solve the quadratic polynomial. If D <
(

1 +
√

1− S2
)

there is only one root. Otherwise there are two. The quadratic polynomial
is negative in the regions of ω2 defined above.

Lemma 3. The boundary is given by the graph:

τ(D) = τ(ω+(D)) =
1

ω+(D)
(
3π

2
+ arctan(

D − ω2
+(D)

ω+(D)S
)− arctan(ω+(D))).

Proof. From (9) we have:{
−ω3 + ω(S +D) = Dsin(−ωτ)

−ω2(1 + S) +D = Dcos(−ωτ)

So
P (iω)

D
= E[eωY ]

with respect to δτ . Where P (λ) = −λ3+(1+S)λ2−(S+D)λ+D. Evidently
P (iω)
D is a complex number of modulus 1.

Hence (
cos(ωτ)
sin(ωτ)

)
=

(
−ω2(1+S)+D

D
ω3−(S+D)ω

D

)
Multiplying by√

ω2 + 1
(
sin(arctan (ω)) cos(arctan (ω)

)
=
(
ω 1

)
,

We obtain

D
√
ω2 + 1 sin (ωτ + arctan (ω)) = −ωS(ω2 + 1) < 0

With similar computations, we have :

D
√
ω2 + 1 cos (ωτ + arctan (ω)) = (1 + ω2)(D − ω2).

Consequently
ωτ + arctan(ω) ∈ [π, 2π]

or equivalently

−π
2
< ωτ + arctan(ω)− 3π

2
<
π

2

So

tan(ωτ + arctan(ω)− 3π

2
) =

cos(ωτ + arctan(ω))

−sin(ωτ + arctan(ω))
=

(1 + ω2)(D − ω2)

ωS(ω2 + 1)
.
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Figure 1: Stability boundary given by a single Dirac distribution

Finally

τ =
1

ω
(
3π

2
+ arctan(

D − ω2

ωS
)− arctan(ω)).

Clearly τ is a decreasing function of ω. So the boundary is given by ω+ and
not ω−.

We will be always looking for the minimal positive τ .
Stability boundary for two Dirac masses: Suboptimality of the

Dirac solutions
The characteristic equation for µu = µc is the following:

P (λ)

D
= E(e−λX) (18)

where E denotes the mean value with respect to the distribution p̄(x).
In the case of a first degree polynomial P (λ) = λ + a it has been es-

tablished in [1] that the Dirac is the less stable distribution among all dis-
tributions with the same mean. This means that if a distribution exists
with mean X̄ and for which we have instability, then the Dirac δX̄ is also
unstable.
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In what follows we will prove that this is not the case for our model. In
particular, we will prove that for certain parameters we can find an unstable
distribution, which is not a Dirac, with mean X̄ < τ+.

The question that we will answer is the following:

Question 1. Are there any parameters S,D such that:

inf

{
τp̄ =

∫ ∞
0

xp̄(x)dx; (18) admits solutions with Re(λ) ≥ 0, for the distribution p̄

}
< τ+

where τ+ is defined by lemma 3?

Theorem 2. Let Smax be the point of intersection of the line y = S and
the function g(S) = π2

32 (−S3−S2 +S + 1). Then for all S ∈ (0, Smax) there
exists a D and a distribution X such that E(X) < τ(S,D) and equation (18)
is satisfied for some iω.

Proof. Let us write {
x(ω) = 1− ω2(S+1)

D

y(ω) = ω3−ω(S+D)
D

The point (x, y) is inside the unit disk, so we can write it as

x+ iy =
√
x2 + y2eiβ(ω)

with β ∈ [0, 2π[.

Lemma 4. Let ω ∈ (ω−, ω+) and consider the argument

θ′(ω) = π − 2 arctan(
y

1− x
),

the number

q(ω) =
y2 + (1− x)2

2(1− x)
∈ [0, 1]

and the distribution :

p̄ω = q(ω)δ θ′
ω

+ (1− q(ω))δ0.

Then, for every ω ∈]ω−, ω+[ (or in ]0, ω+[ if ω− is not defined), we have

P (iω)

D
=

∫ ∞
0

e−iωxp̄ω(dx).

I.e (18) is satisified with λ = iω for the distribution pω.
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Proof of the lemma
We notice that for ω ∈ (ω−, ω+) we have x2 + y2 ≤ 1 by construction.

We easily check {
cos(θ′) = y2−(1−x)2

y2+(1−x)2

sin(θ′) = 2y(1−x)
y2+(1−x)2

Finally, if we denote Ep̄ω the mean with respect to the distriubtion p̄ω, we
obtain then {

Ep̄ω(cos(ωX)) = x(ω)

Ep̄ω(sin(ωX)) = y(ω)

which is necessary and sufficient condition for (18) to be satisfied for λ = iω,
ω 6= 0.

Obviously, we have p(ω+) = 1, θ′(ω+) = β(ω+), q(ω+)θ′(ω+)
ω+

= τ(ω+).
The core of the proof lies in the following remark:

Lemma 5. Let us denote τp̄(ω) =
∫∞

0 xp̄ω(dx). Then, for every S ∈
(0, Smax) there exists a D such that the following holds:

d

dω
|ω=ω+ τp̄(ω) > 0.

Indeed, in this situation, Ep̄ω(X) < τ+ for ω < ω+ close enough to ω+,
and Question 1 has an affirmative answer.

Proof. Let us differentiate τp̄(ω).

d

dω
τp̄(ω) = θ′

d

dω

q

ω
+
q

ω

dθ′

dω
(ω).

We compute the terms separately

θ′(ω) = π − 2 arctan

(
y

1− x

)
= π − 2 arctan

(
ω2 − (S +D)

ω(S + 1)

)
.

So that,

dθ′

dω
(ω) = −2

1

1 + (ω2−(S+D))2

ω2(S+1)2

(
1

S + 1
+

S +D

ω2(S + 1)

)

= −2
(S + 1)(ω2 + S +D)

ω2(S + 1)2 + (ω2 − (S +D))2
.
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For the second term, we notice

q

ω
=

(ω3 − ω(S +D))2 + ω4(S + 1)2

2ω2(S + 1)Dω
=

(ω2 − (S +D))2 + ω2(S + 1)2

2(S + 1)Dω
.

Therefore

d

dω

q

ω
=

1

2D(S + 1)ω2

(
2ω2

(
2(ω2 − (S +D)) + (S + 1)2

))
− ((ω2 − (S +D))2 + ω2(S + 1)2)

=
1

2D(S + 1)ω2

(
3ω4 + ω2((S + 1)2 − 2S − 2D)− (S +D)2

)
.

We end up with the following:

d

dω
τp̄(ω) |ω+=θ′

(
1

2D(S + 1)ω2

(
3ω4 + ω2((S + 1)2 − 2S − 2D)− (S +D)2

))
− p

ω
2

(S + 1)(ω2 + S +D)

ω2(S + 1)2 + (ω2 − (S +D))2
.

Since we simply want an evaluation at ω = ω+ and p(ω+) = 1 by construc-
tion, the formula is then a (little) simplified.

d

dω
τp̄(ω) |ω+=θ′

(
1

2D(S + 1)ω2

(
3ω4 + ω2((S + 1)2 − 2S − 2D)− (S +D)2

))
− 2

ω

(S + 1)(ω2 + S +D)

ω2(S + 1)2 + (ω2 − (S +D))2
.

Finally, by definition of ω+, we notice that for D = S(1+S)
1−S , we have the

equality ω2
+ = S + D and thereby y(ω+) = 0, so that β(ω+) = θ′(ω+) = π.

If we are in this situation, the computation are simplified a lot more:

d

dω
τp̄(ω) |ω+=π

(
1

2D(S + 1)(S +D)

(
3(S +D)2 + (S +D)((S + 1)2 − 2S − 2D)− (S +D)2

))
− 2√

(S +D)

(S + 1)((S +D) + S +D)

(S +D)(S + 1)2

= π
(S + 1)

2D
− 4

(S + 1)
√
S +D

Therefore the derivative has the sign of

π − 8D

(S + 1)2
√
S +D

= π − 4
√

2S√
1− S(S + 1)

.
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This quantity is positive iff 4
√

2S√
1−S(S+1)

< π,

iff 32 S
1−S < π2(S2 + 2S + 1), iff (S2 + 2S + 1)(1− S) > 32

π2S.

As g(S) = π2

32 (−S3 − S2 + S + 1) is decreasing on (0, 1), there is unique
point of intersection Smax with the bisector. On (0, Smax), g is above the
bisector, so Smax defines the interval we are looking for.

3.4 Behavior of the system using realistic parameters

To test our results, we recall that the case of constant coefficients, leading
to an exponential distribution for the steady state, has been estimated on
patients. We refer to [2]. This gives us access to realistic parameters. Those
parameters were estimated under treatment but we can modify (one of)
them to have access to the non treated case. From the PDE system 2 we
can obtain the ODE system 1 by setting:

µc = µu = µ, a = a1, g = 1, h(x) = −d2,

We make the following choice of S:

S(y) = d
(y − ymin)(y − ymax)

y2 + uminymax
.

and we take the same universal parameters as in [2]:

K 41.667

d2 0.0375

r 0.00777

a1 (without treatment) 1.350e+05

Table 1: Universal parameters for the constant coefficient case.

Patient d µ ymin ymax
1 0.051 3.647e-6 6.610e4 3.624e5

2 0.026 2.405e-8 3.831e4 3.055e5

3 0.054 4.224e-7 1.617e4 3.133e5

4 0.181 8.499e-6 1.206e3 1.090e4

5 0.038 5.723e-9 1.841e3 3.401e4

6 0.058 1.358e-9 7.143e3 7.576e4

Table 2: Patient dependent parameters as estimated in table 3 of [2]
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With these parameters, there is always a positive steady state for (1)
satisfying ȳ2 < ymin. In the presence of a high steady state (which will
satisfy ȳ2 > ymax) this corresponds to a remission steady state.

Therefore, to apply our results, we will work with a value Ī = ȳ2, with
g = 1 and µu = µc to have insight into the effect of the distribution. We
give here the relevant values for the patient dependent parameters.

Returning to what we had before normalisation, we obtain the following
value for the critical τ in the case of a Dirac distribution:

τ+(R,S,D) =
1

R
τ+

(
1,
S

R
,
D

R2

)
. (19)

under the constraint (corresponding to (12) before normalisation):

R2 ≥ S2 (20)

and (corresponding to (13))

D ≥ R2(1−
√

1− S2

R2
). (21)

Without treatment the remission equilibrium does not lose stability for
any patient. We can see from the table 3 that conditon 20 is never satisfied
in the non treated case.

Patient Ī R2

S2

1 6.0928e+04 1.7578e-06

2 3.8292e+04 0.0615

3 1.6053e+04 8.1206e-06

4 1.0176e+03 7.1767e-12

5 1.8408e+03 0.0012

6 7.1428e+03 0.1349

Table 3: Parameters for patients without treatment: condition 20 is never
satisfied.

On the other hand, under treatment we observe destabilization for some
patients. To account for treatment, we have to divide α1 by a factor kinh
indicating the inhibitory effects. In table 4 we see the values of S,D and
critical τ for the patients under treatment. Whenever τ = +∞ we have a
stable equilibrium. In the case of treatment we do not know whether this
destabilization corresponds to relapse or to another behavior (that could be
the formation of a limit cycle for example). This is to be considered in some
future work.
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Patient a1 (under treatment) S D τ (in days)

1 5.4e02 3.26e-03 2.4054e-04 +∞
2 1.2e02 1.44e-05 1.0526e-04 158.8137

3 3.2e02 3.723e-04 3.5612e-04 142.9637

4 0.2e02 2.489e-02 9.9090e-04 +∞
5 0.3e02 3.6e-06 2.4709e-04 100.8270

6 0.5e02 1.447e-06 3.1349e-04 89.6290

Table 4: Parameters for patients under treatment (fitted in [2]).

4 Conclusion

We have established the well posedness and the stability chart for a PDE
system generalizing the system introduced in [2]. Although the generic be-
havior for high steady states and disease free steady states is not fundamen-
tally modified (there might be more high steady states due to the maturity
strucuture), the stability of the remission steady state might be strongly
affected by the complexity of the maturity structure.

Appendix A

Existence result:

Theorem 3. Let u0 ∈ L∞((0,∞)) ∩ L1((0,∞)) and (c0, z0) ∈ R2
+. As-

sume h ∈ L∞(R+) and lim sup+∞ h < 0. Then, there is a weak solution
(c(t), u(x, t), z(t)) of the system in the space C([0,∞),R+)×C([0,∞), L1

+(R+))×
C([0,∞),R+).

The existence and uniqueness of the solution results from the Banach
fixed point theorem. We consider the space

X = C([0, T ], L1
+(R+))

with the distance
d(u, v) = supt∈[0,T ]||u− v||L1

that makes the space complete. T will be appropriately chosen to apply the
fixed point theorem. We construct the following operator.

Φ :X → X

ū 7→ u (22)
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where u is a solution of the system:

Ī(t) =
∫∞

0 ū(x, t)dx
dc
dt = rc(1− c

K )− µccz
∂u
∂t (x, t) + g ∂u∂x(x, t) = h(x)u(x, t)− µuu(x, t)z

gu(0, t) = ac(t)
dz
dt = s− S(Ī)z

u(x, 0) = u0(x)

c(0) = c0

z(0) = z0

For the proof of the theorem we will need the following lemma which proves
that the operator Φ is well defined for all t ∈ (0, T ).

Lemma 6. Let T be a fixed time. For 0 ≤ t ≤ T the components of the
solution are well defined with bounds that satisfy:

(i) 0 ≤ c ≤ Bc, where Bc = max{K, c0}.

(ii) u(t, x) ≤

u0(x− gt)e
H(x)−H(x−gt)

g , x− gt > 0,

aBce
H(x)
g , x− gt ≤ 0

Integrating we obtain a uniform bound for
∫∞

0 u(x, t)dx:∫ ∞
0

u(x, t)dx ≤ Bu <∞,

with Bu = Bu(I0, T ) a constant depending on I0 =
∫∞

0 u0(x)dx.

(iii) 0 ≤ z ≤ Bz(z0, T ),
with Bz(z0, T ) =

(
z0 + s

S∞

)
eS
∞t − s

S∞ , S
∞ = max(0, sup(−S)) .

Proof. For bounds (i) and (iii), we firstly notice that the non negativity is
obtained directly from the structure of the system. The upper bounds for
(i) and (iii) are respectively consequence of the logistic growth and Gronwall
lemma after noticing that z satisfies the equation:

ż ≤ s+mz,m = supIS(I)

(ii) Non negativity of u is a consequence of the non negativity of ac. For
the upper bound bound on I, we can simply notice that u satisfies{

∂u
∂t (x, t) + g ∂u∂x(x, t) ≤ h(x)u(x, t)

gu(0, t) ≤ aBc.
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Therefore, using the characteristics of the transport equation, we have (by
noting H(x) =

∫ x
0 h),

u(t, x) ≤

u0(x− gt)e
H(x)−H(x−gt)

g , x− gt > 0,

aBce
H(x)
g , x− gt ≤ 0

Therefore, we have the bound:∫ ∞
0

u ≤ I0 sup
x
e
H(x)−H(x−gT )

g + aBc

∫ gT

0
e
H(x)
g dx.

Remark: We have an upper bound, since the hypothesis on h
ensures

sup
0≤x<y

e
H(y)−H(x)

g = Kh < +∞

From the previous lemma and the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem we get the
existence and uniqueness of z and c for t ∈ (0, T ). As z and c are Lipschitz,
they are uniformly continuous and they can be defined on the closed interval
[0, T ]. Once z and c are defined, the boundary conditions are independent
of u so we have a solution of the transport equation. The operator Φ is
well defined. We show now that the operator has a unique fixed point. To
establish the contraction property, we consider two functions ū1, ū2 and let
ci, ui, zi, i = 1, 2 be their images through Φ. In the following estimation we
use the Gronwall inequality.

Lemma 7. Given two sources ū1, ū2 the following inequality holds on [0, T ],
where we have denoted δc = c1 − c2, δu = u1 − u2, δz = z1 − z2,

d

dt
|δc|+ |δz|+ ‖δu(t)‖1 ≤ C(T ) (|δc|+ |δz|+ ‖δu(t)‖1) + C̄(T )‖δū(t)‖1

Since the degradation terms have a negative contribution, we have im-
mediately

d

dt
|δc| ≤ r|δc|+ µBc|δz|,

Similarly, by the mean value theorem

d

dt
|δz| ≤ max(−S)|δz|+ z(t)|S(Ī1)− S(Ī2)|

≤ max(−S)|δz|+Bz(z
0, t)‖S′‖∞‖ū1 − ū2‖1
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Finally, multiplying the PDE on δu by sign(δu), we get{
∂t|δu|+ g∂x|δu ≤ h(x)δu− µuz(t)|δu| − µu|u1||δz|,
g|δu(t, 0)| ≤ a|δc(t)|

And integrating, we obtain:

d

dt

∫ ∞
0
|δu| ≤ a|δc|+ (suph)

∫ ∞
0
|δu|+ µuBu|δz|.

Putting everything together, we obtain the lemma with:

C(T ) = max(a+ r, µcBc + max(−S) + µuBu, suph),

C̄(T ) = Bz(z
0, T )‖S′‖∞

And as a immediate corollary, we have:

Corollary 2. Given, c0, z0, u0 for any T ≥ 0, there exists n such that Φn

is a contraction. As a consequence the problem admits a unique solution.

From the Gronwall lemma estimate, we have immediately (using that
δu(0) = 0,)

‖δu‖1(t) ≤ C̄(T )

∫ t

0
eC(T )(t−s)‖δū‖1(s)ds.

Then, we recall the classical iteration argument, denoting Φn the n times
composition of Φ, and δun = Φn(ū1)− Φn(u2) we have

‖δun‖1(t) ≤
(
C̄(T )eC(T )T t

)n
n!

sup
[0,T ]
‖δū(t)‖.

And finally, we have

d(Φn(ū)Φn(v̄)) ≤
(
C̄(T )eC(T )TT

)n
n!︸ ︷︷ ︸

<1for n large enough

d(ū, v̄)

As a corollary of the Banach fixed-point theorem we deduce that Φ has
a unique fixed point.

As z and c are defined for all t in [0, T ], u is also defined for all t in [0, T ].
Since T can be chosen arbitrarily, this procedure defines a solution on every
interval of time, and consequently, we have a global solution.
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Proof of theorem 1 We write the perturbed system around a steady
state (c̄, ū, z̄). If (c(t), u(x, t), z(t)) is a solution, then the perturbation
(δc, δu, δz) = (c− c̄, u− ū, z − z̄) satisfies:

dδc
dt = (r − 2rc̄

K − µcz̄)δz − µcc̄δc− µcδcδz,
∂δu
∂t (x, t) + g ∂δu∂x (x, t) = h(x)δu(x, t)− µuz̄δu(x, t)− µuū(x)δz(t)− µuδuδz,
gδu(0, t) = aδc(t)
dz
dt = −S(Ī)δz − z̄S′(Ī)δI

(−S(Ī + δI) + S(Ī) + S′(Ī)δI)z̄ + (−S(Ī + δI) + S(Ī))δz

Therefore, if L is the linear part of the system, we can write the equation
in the form:

Ẏ = LY + ω(t)

where we have written

Y (t) =

 c(t)
u(t, .)
z(t)

 ,

ω(t, x) =

 −µcδc(t)δz(t),
−µuδu(t, x)δz(t),

(−S(Ī + δI(t)) + S(Ī) + S′(Ī)δI(t))z̄ + (−S(Ī + δI(t)) + S(Ī))δz(t)


A few important remarks:

• We restrict ourselves to admissible perturbations (namely we impose
initially (c̄ + δc(0), ū + δu(0, .), z̄ + δz(0)) ≥ 0 and in the appropriate
space),

• we have already established (in the existence proof) the uniform bound
of I (and thereby of Ī + δI) so that in a neighborhood of the steady
state we can assume there exists a constant, independent of the per-
turbation, such that

Ī + δI(t) ≤ B

• this ensures, by Taylor expansion, the existence of a constant K inde-
pendent of the perturbation such that, if we start in the latter neigh-
borhood of the steady state, we have

|(S(Ī+δI(t))−S(Ī)−S′(Ī)δI(t))z̄−(S(Ī+δI(t))−S(Ī))δz(t)| ≤ K(|δI|2+|δz|2)
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From all these remarks, we infer the existence of a constant still denoted by
K, such that

‖ω(t)‖X ≤ K‖(δc, δu, δz)‖2X
Finally, if we denote TL the semigroup associated to the linear operator
above, we can derive from Duhamel’s formula

(
δc, δu, δz

)
(t) = TL(t)

(
δc, δu, δz

)
(0) +

∫ t

0
TL(t− s)ω(s)ds.

In terms of norms, this can be written as:

∥∥(δc, δu, δz) (t)
∥∥ = ‖TL(t)‖

∥∥(δc, δu, δz) (0)
∥∥+K

∫ t

0
‖TL(t− s)‖

∥∥(δc, δu, δz) (s)
∥∥2
ds.

Since the linear exponential stability of the steady state is characterized by
the existence of two positive constants M,λ0 such that ‖TL(t)‖ ≤ Me−λ0t,
we have, denoting y =

∥∥(δc, δu, δz) (t)
∥∥,

y(t) ≤Me−λ0ty0 +KM

∫ t

0
e−λ0(t−s)y2(s)ds,

which leads to

y(t)eλ0t ≤My0 +KM

∫ t

0
e−λ0s(y(s)eλ0s)2ds,

For y0 ≤ λ0
4M2K

, we conclude by bootstrap argument that:

y(t)eλ0t ≤ 1

2

(
λ0

MK
+

√
(
λ0

MK
)2 − 4

λ0y0

K

)

which leads to the conclusion.

5 Appendix B

Spectral theory
We have used the following elements of spectral theory whose proofs can

be found in [10]. Next to each result we give the page where one can find it
in [10].

Definition 2. For a closed operator A : D(A) ⊆ X → X we define:
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a) The point spectrum: (p.241)

Pσ(A) = {λ ∈ C : λ−A is not injective}

All λ ∈ Pσ(A) are called the eigenvalues of A and every x 6= 0 ∈ D(A)
that satisfies (λ − A)x = 0 is an eigenvector of A associated to the
eigenvalue λ.

b) The approximate point spectrum of A: (p.242)

Aσ(A) = {λ ∈ C : λ−A is not injective or rg(λ−A) is not closed in X}

All λ ∈ Aσ(A) are called approximate eigenvalues of A.

c) The residual spectrum of A: (p.243)

Rσ(A) = {λ ∈ C : rg(λ−A) is not dense in X}

Lemma 8. (p.242)
For a closed operator A : D(A) ⊂ X → X and a complex number λ ∈ C

we have that: λ ∈ Aσ(A) if and only if there is a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ D(A)
, called approximate eigenvector, such that ||xn|| = 1 and limn→∞||Axn −
λxn|| = 0.

Theorem 4. Spectral theorem for point and residual spectrum (p.277)
For the generator (A,D(A)) of a strongly continuous semi group (T (t))t≥0

defined on a Banach space, we have the following identities:

Pσ(T (t))\{0} = etPσ(A)

Rσ(T (t))\{0} = etRσ(A)

for every t ≥ 0.

Definition 3. (p.250) Let A : D(A) ⊂ X → X be a closed operator. Then,

s(A) = sup{<(λ) : λ ∈ σ(A)}

is the spectral bound of A.
Moreover,

ω0 = inf{ω ∈ R| such that there exists ,Mω ≥ 1 : ||T (t)|| ≤Mωe
ωt for every t ≥ 0}

is the growth bound of A.
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Proposition 10. (p.251) For the growth and the spectral bound of an op-
erator A that is the infinitesimal generator of a semi group (T (t))t≥0 we
have:

−∞ ≤ s(A) ≤ ω0 = inft>0
1

t
log||T (t)|| = limt→∞

1

t
log||T (t)||

=
1

t0
logr(T (t0)) <∞

for every t0 > 0. In particular, the spectral radius of T (t) is given by

r(T (t)) = eω0t,

for every t ≥ 0.

Proposition 11. (p.39)
For a strongly continuous semi group (T (t))t≥0 there are constants ω ∈ R
and M ≥ 1 such that

||T (t)|| ≤Meωt

for every t ≥ 0.
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